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ABSTRACT 

The project aims to design a kindergarten in the glass house made by Lina 

bobardi in the sao paulo region of Brazil. This space, which was created by 

using the Waldorf education system, aims to create a space that aims to attain 

stimulated and improved abilities instead of forcing children to intellectual 

content. With this awareness, more free spaces are defined for children, an 

atmosphere is created for spiritual education and ethical consciousness, and 

spaces that emphasize emotional development are created. 
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Lina Bo Bardi 

At her arrival in Brazil, little did Archillina Bo, by then already known as Lina Bo Bardi knows 
about the impact this would have on her architectural career. Brazil is the home to most of 
her works as an architect, Lina Bo Bardi was a foreigner herself in this country when she 
arrived. However although she was born in Italy, in many written documents, she is nowadays 
considered most representative of the Brazilian architecture of the 20th century. 
 
Until 1946 she lived and worked in Italy. She was born in Rome in 1914, where she also studied 
architecture, before moving to Milan. There she partnered with Carlo Pagani to open her own 
architecture office, unfortunately, destroyed in 1943 by an aerial bombing during World War 
II. Although she also worked for and some renowned architects in this period, such as Gio 
Ponti, her interest always embraced many creative disciplines beyond architecture. Her 
multifaceted character took her to explore arts, product, and furniture design, as well as 
exhibition design and scenography, or editorial works. 
 

 

 
Image1 

 
She married Pietro Maria Bardi, who shared her multidisciplinary interest working as an art 
curator and collector after having started his career as a journalist writing about arts and 
architecture. The couple stayed and worked in Italy. But Rome was dominated by fascism. Lina 
herself being among the faces of the anti-fascist and populist movement, the political climate 
of the country counted among the reasons that made the couple leave for Brazil, together 
with the aim of widening the market of Pietro’s art business. 
 

https://espace.curtin.edu.au/handle/20.500.11937/23406
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Five years after her arrival in Sao Paulo, Lina had completely established herself in the country, 
having obtained Brazilian nationality and finished construction works for her first most 
important work: A Casa de Vidro (The Glass House), where she would live with her husband. 
Her best-known works, beyond the Glass House, completely different in style and scale include 
the MASP (Museu de Arte de São Paulo- São Paulo Museum of Art) and the SESC (Serviço 
Social do Comércio – Business Social Service), built between the late 1950s and the late 1970s. 

 

                                 
Image2 

 

Lina Bo Bardi and Design Understanding 

She designed daring idiosyncratic structures that merged Modernism with populism. Bo 

Bardi’s experience in Bahia had altered her political and aesthetic philosophies. The region’s 

examples of vernacular and historic architecture had given rise to a design process 

increasingly guided by social and ethical responsibilities and inspired by allegiance to her 

adopted country and its native aesthetic traditions. Bo Bardi became committed to creating 

uniquely Brazilian architecture, designed more simply and made from local materials, what 

she called “Arquitetura Povera” (“poor” or “simple” architecture). Much of her work since her 

initial experience in Salvador involved repurposing existing structures as well as restoring and 

preserving historic buildings. Throughout the 1980s Bo Bardi led preservation and restoration 

projects in the historic centre of Salvador, including the House of Benin, which contains an art 

collection and includes an exhibition space, and Misericórdia Hill, an extremely steep historic 

https://www.archdaily.com/537063/ad-classics-sao-paulo-museum-of-art-masp-lina-bo-bardi
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/idiosyncratic
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/aesthetic
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vernacular
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ethical
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/allegiance
https://www.britannica.com/art/art-collection
https://www.britannica.com/art/art-collection
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street (both in 1987). Her next major architecture project was the SESC Pompéia (built in 

stages, 1977–1986), a leisure and cultural centre in São Paulo sponsored by the nonprofit 

Social Service of Commerce (Serviço Social do Comércio). Bo Bardi converted an old steel 

drum factory into a facility for sports, theatre, and other leisure activities.  

 

Bo Bardi is recognized, though somewhat belatedly, as one of the most prolific women 

architects of the 20th century. In the mid-1980s, working with architects André Vainer and 

Marcelo Carvalho Ferraz, she designed an addition to the Glass House to serve as the Instituto 

Lina Bo e P.M. Bardi (originally the Instituto Quadrante), a place to house the Bardis’ archive 

and dedicated to the study and exhibition of Brazilian art and architecture. In 2012, the 

centennial of her birth, Bo Bardi’s career was celebrated with the launching of a limited-

edition line of her bowl chair, a major traveling retrospective organized by the British Council 

in London, and the publication of a scholarly monograph that spans her life’s work. 

 

Image3 

Lina Bo Bardi and Casa De Vidro 

https://www.britannica.com/art/steel-drum
https://www.britannica.com/art/steel-drum
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/prolific
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The drive up to Lina Bo Bardi’s Casa de Vidro, or Glass House, is steep. Located in the wealthy 

Morumbi neighborhood of São Paulo, the house was once surrounded by the remnants of the 

Atlantic Forest. When Bo Bardi built her house, in 1950, it was practically the only 

one; armadillo and wild cats still roamed the grounds. It was hard to picture this when I visited, 

passing by the tall gated homes that are shielded from the surrounding slums — a sadly typical 

scenario in Brazil’s largest cities. 

 

Bo Bardi maintained the topography of the area, and built the house on slim pilotis, which are 

blue and elegant, elevating the house and extending through the interior of the glass home. 

Inside, the columns blend with the tree trunks that act like another curtain to the outside 

world. Bo Bardi planted these now soaring trees, which frustrated her for not growing faster. 

In an essay about the house three years after building it, she writes: 

‘’This residence represents an attempt to arrive at a communion between nature and the 

natural order of things; I look to respect this natural order, with clarity, and never liked 

the closed house that turns away from the thunderstorm and the rain, fearful of all men.’’ 

Image4 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lina_Bo_Bardi
http://institutobardi.com.br/?page_id=11
https://books.google.com/books?id=HRMQAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA223&lpg=PA223&dq=Lina+Bo+Bardi,+%E2%80%9CReside%CC%82ncia+no+Morumbi,%E2%80%9D+Habitat+10,&source=bl&ots=h-O9XtBh3m&sig=kV7SlHZUzLt1-mCLHAi5IpBZaYI&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjy-o_y2LrQAhVfImMKHfV6DHgQ6AEIKDAB#v=onepage&q=Lina%20Bo%20Bardi%2C%20%E2%80%9CReside%CC%82ncia%20no%20Morumbi%2C%E2%80%9D%20Habitat%2010%2C&f=false
https://www.britannica.com/quiz/this-or-that-painter-vs-architect
https://www.britannica.com/quiz/this-or-that-painter-vs-architect
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Casa De Vidro 

The analysis of the “Casa de Vidro” allows a very interesting approach to this experience, as it 

explores the humanization process that architecture carries and needs to function, which 

apply not only to the geometric space (Malard, 2006) but to people's sensitivity, carrying deep 

marks of those who use them. Buildings and objects are precious deposits of memory, 

material steeped in curious information that awaits a refined interpretation, capable of 

rescuing the pieces of a lost or underestimated history. In this rescue event, it is possible to 

understand the ways in which ideology and concepts gradually infiltrate and morph into the 

deepest spheres of personal feelings. 

 

Starting from the principle of the inseparability of man and the world, ‘’Casa de Vidro ”fits 

perfectly in this context, since the transparency of the material used, allows an intense, 

original and even organic communication with nature. 

 

The author's sketches allow an empirical analysis of the project. It is possible to see that the 

original concept was to introduce construction to the land in the most natural way possible, 

so much so that it very much resembles the settlement of rural houses in some regions of the 

country. 

 

Image 5 
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Light Analysis 

 

It allows to perceive that almost the entire building is illuminated by natural light. Lina bo bardi 

designed this building to make the most of daylight and aimed to illuminate it with virtually 

no artificial illumination during the day. 

 

Image6 

 

Space Usage Analysis 

The visual analysis of the space of use allows to understand its use in an approximate 

percentage of 41% for the social area, 34% for the intimate area, 20% for the service area and 

5% for access. 
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Image7 

Plans of the House 

 

Image8 
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Image9 

PROJECT SITE ANALYSIS 

Material: Concrete, 

Glass 

Project Year: 1950 

Location: Morumbi, São 

Paulo, Brasil 

Typology: Residential 

Architecture / Houses                      

Image10 

R. Gen. Almério de Moura, 200 - Morumbi, São Paulo - SP, 05690-080, Brezilya 
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Marumbi Distirct, featuring fortresslike mansions, luxury high-rise buildings, and 

gated communities (many with well-armed private security guards). Embedded in it is gigantic 

Morumbi stadium, São Paulo’s answer to Rio de Janeiro’s Maracana. It is home to the 

legendary São Paulo FC, which has won the Fédération Internationale de Football Association 

(FIFA) Club World Championship several times. The district also contains the state 

government’s seat, the impressive Bandeirantes Palace. Beyond Morumbi and Butantã, less-

prestigious residential districts stretch to the city limits before merging into industrial suburbs. 

In contrast, much of the growth of office buildings has taken place on Avenida 

Faria Lima southwest of Jardins. 

 

SOCIAL- ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS 

 
Image11 

Because working people population is high there are many childcare services close to a Casa 

de Vidro. São Paulo people needs childcare services. São Paulo’s income rate is high so I will 

design the kindergarten to appeal to high-income people. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/communities
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Sao-Paulo-FC
https://www.britannica.com/place/Lima
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BUILDING ANALSIS 

 

  

 

Image12 

Building located to have the sun light as much as possible. 

Image13 

WEST 

EAST 

PUBLIC SPACE 

KITCHEN 

ROOMS 

OUTDOOR GARDENS 
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It also took the hill behind it and took a beautiful forest view in front of it.
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EXAMPLE KINDERGARTEN 

MK Nursery: Nursery Modern Interior with Warm Atmosphere 

MK Nursery is located in Kanagawa, Japan. It is not a nursery with a big building or awesome 

architecture but it is a nursery with modern interior and its warm atmosphere. Most of the 

interior space in this nursery is designed with the wood material, including the furniture. The 

lighting design also makes MK Nursery has a warm atmosphere which is comfortable for the 

children and adults. 

INTERIOR 

Most of the interior design in MK Nursery is dominated by the wood material. Some spaces 

are divided beautiful wood, creating a fun space for the children. The locker room is also 

decorated with yellow color, offering a unique locker space. 

Image14 

MK Nursery also has an atelier wall. It is one of the best things for the children to explore more 

things. On this wall, they can play with the blank board to draw something cute and beautiful. 

On the other side of the wall, they can also play with sticking the colors. 
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Image15 

The dining room is located in one space with the kitchen too. The kitchen island comes in 

a modern white surface with a beautiful wood design. From this dining room, the children also 

can enjoy the view outside the nursery through the large windows. 

Image16 

 

 

https://www.futuristarchitecture.com/67476-gama-issa-house-a-modern-big-house-with-white-surfaces-and-varied-ceiling-heights.html/amp
https://www.futuristarchitecture.com/67746-nursery-in-nagykovacsi-a-modern-nursery-with-archetypical-form-of-rural-houses.html/amp
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CONCEPT AND DESIGN IDEA 

I dreamed of each learning area as a stop. Students can choose at which stop they want to 

spend time. Due to this idea, there will be a tiny toy train circulating in the middle and they 

will be able to switch between the stops with that train. The spaces will be designed so that 

children can both play on their own and teachers to train them. 

 

Image17 

 

The train which will be used in the kindergarten will be cordless train which can be used by 

children. There will be no real rail but there will be rail shaped paint on the floor. So children 

can stay on track. 
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Image18 

 

 

KINDERGARTEN SCENERIO  

It will be open 7.30 am and close 06.30 pm. It will be a all day childcare studio. There will be 

4-8 years old childrens. The number of children to study here will be between 6-12. Childrens 

will sleep, eat, play and learn in this kindergarten. 

 For this kindergarten it is important that childeren discover themselves and their abilities. 

They are free to choose what they what to do. Because of that there will be several different 

parts that allows kids to discover their abilities. For example a room/area with musical 

instruments, or with art and craft materials. For this reason, the most appropriate method of 

education for the children to be educated here is the Waldorf education system. The waldorf 

education system will be implemented in this kindergarten. 
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WALDORF EDUCATION SYSTEM 

Waldorf Approach, one of the early childhood education programs, first appeared in Germany 

in 1919. This approach, developed by Rudolf Steiner, aims to improve the structure of the 

child's spirit, thinking, feeling and willingness, and to have knowledge about life and to help it 

take an active role in life in a healthy and constructive way. 

 

The Waldorf Approach is an exemplary educational approach with an educational philosophy 

that puts the child at the center. In line with this philosophy, the child learns with fun, while 

the development of creativity is supported, on the other hand, the feeling of self-confidence 

increases. The basic principle in Waldorf education is to enable students to develop an 

understanding of their own understanding and their place in the world. According to this 

education system, people are primarily members of the world, not members of a certain 

nation. For this reason, in Waldorf Education, which aims to educate children in all aspects, 

the following philosophy is adopted for all children: “Heart, mind and talent” (Driscoll, 1999). 

 

The Waldorf Education Method aims to enable the child to achieve awakened and improved 

abilities, instead of forcing an intellectual content to the child. Thus, he states that learning 

has become an enjoyable journey of discovering himself and the world. According to Waldorf 

Schools, when children connect with learning and their own experiences, they become more 

interested and livelier and start learning with these experiences (McDermott, 1992). 

 

In Waldorf schools, the teacher emphasizes the strengths of the children, not their 

weaknesses. In the program, art, music, rhythm, and language teaching form a whole and 

these programs contain the qualities that will positively affect the child's self-perception 

(McDermott, 1992). Also, The Waldorf Schools current is a rapidly growing trend, and there 

are 850 Waldorf Schools worldwide, 600 in Europe, 150 in America and 100 in the rest of the 

world. In addition, there are 1,200 Waldorf Kindergartens in the world. These schools provide 

education and training for almost 120 thousand children in more than 32 countries. There are 

over 50 "Teachers Institutions" around the world to train Waldorf teachers (Driscoll, 1999). 

 

In Waldorf education, it is aimed to educate the child in all aspects. These; complete with 

mind, heart and ability. In this way, a healthy, emotional development is aimed. Hands are 

used both in the first academic subjects and in later artistic and handcraft works. Waldorf 

education strives to achieve evoked and improved abilities rather than forcing an intellectual 

content to the child. Learning becomes the journey of exploring yourself and the world. 
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Waldorf schools highlight emotional development as schools trying to create an atmosphere 

for a spiritual education and an ethical consciousness. Ecological life is also very important in 

Waldorf schools, where spirituality and body are considered as a structure that can develop 

together in an artistic naturalness. It should also be noted that wooden toys are used as tools 

and teaching materials. Another character of these schools is that they include practices for 

developing free will. 

 

CONTENTS OF WALDORF / STEINER SCHOOL QUALIFICATIONS 

MUTUAL COMMITMENT 

The Waldorf Pedagogical Movement creates a local, regional, national and international 

communication network between independent and autonomous Waldorf / Steiner schools. 

This occurs in ways that demonstrate friendship and collaboration with colleagues, and is also 

reasonable and fair. Being aware of each other and joint exchanges on a regional, national or 

international scale also strengthen a school's own work. Awareness of this interdependence 

is expressed by cooperating with schools in other countries and supporting Waldorf initiatives 

or schools in need. This includes the participation of colleagues, parents or student 

representatives in further training courses, organized regional, national and international 

conferences. 

 

Being aware of each other and being in harmony with basic qualities creates an inner sense of 

interdependence. Being isolated, having a stranded presence on the shore or not being ready 

to work together prevents this inner sense of interdependence. It is also important that 

Waldorf / Steiner schools strive to penetrate their community's social conditions and public 

life. 

 

SCHOOL ID 

Every school has a certain identity. This identity is revealed through the plain phenomenon of 

its existence, with all its qualities, advantages and potential for development. These consist of 

the historical development of the school, the school space and the environment, as well as 

the founding families and teachers that make up the school organism. In addition, this identity 

is the art of education created by Rudolf Steiner; It is revealed by the realization of Waldorf 

Pedagogy. This depends on the success of each school in applying the art of education created 

and defined by Steiner and can be perceived and recognized in these classes and in the work 
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of colleagues. To be even more specific, this is expressed by pedagogy (how colleagues relate 

to people), teaching, how colleagues approach content and how they transmit and transform 

the main idea. Likewise, this is expressed by how the foundations of educational art are 

applied, and finally finds out whether the methodology is appropriate for the 

anthroposophical understanding of human development, whether it is suitable for the child's 

developmental stages. In short, with a sense of creativity and responsibility, each school 

determines its own way of working in the fields above. 

 

These will form a large part of the identity of the school and will be complemented by how 

each teacher and teaching staff individually perceives the inner meaning. Teachers' efforts to 

adopt openness as an internal attitude and to improve their knowledge, understanding and 

personal education with the help of anthroposophia will mark the identity of the school. The 

enjoyment of their profession, as well as the effort of knowing that human science is the basis 

of pedagogy, will form the spirit of each independent school, and the general spiritual 

expression of the school will be perceived as the spirit of the school. 

TEACHING PLAN 

The teaching plan is not an absolute part of Waldorf Pedagogy, but rather one of its 

components. Age-appropriate practices of Waldorf Pedagogy strengthen the development of 

children and young people by mirroring their nature. The teaching plan may be subject to 

temporal and political developments, as well as forward changes according to general and 

global developments, according to geographical and cultural positions. Each school is located 

in its own cultural, geographical and political field. All of this can affect the teaching plan by 

pursuing a similar path with the formative indicators that Rudolf Steiner gave for classroom 

and school architecture, to suit each class's unique spirit. Each region and country has its own 

history, which determines its perspective on world history, which will have an impact on the 

teaching plan. Each school will somehow relate to educational government departments and 

their requirements.  

 

The principles of the teaching plan will be implemented in Waldorf / Steiner schools according 

to the political conditions of each country. If we take the indicators that Rudolf Steiner gives 

to teach, which mostly benefit from western cultural values, these should be supported with 

appropriate content, provided that they preserve the pedagogical effect. Foreign language 

education should be organized appropriately in multinational, ethnic group countries. The 

indicators of the teaching methods provided by Rudolf Steiner determine the standards of 

foreign language education as well as the distinctive qualities of various languages. In 

countries where many religions coexist, schools will reflect this to both religious classes and 
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the school's festival celebrations and traditions. Lessons of other religions can be organized in 

consultation with parents. 

In many countries, governments demand requirements that affect Waldorf's understanding 

of child development, affecting the teaching plan. This varies from early enrollment to early 

academic learning to various forms of transition. Each school finds solutions, paths and 

compromises that protect the spirit of Waldorf / Steiner education, and also complies with 

legal requirements. It is to support the development of the child in a creative way through the 

teaching plan by finding a productive consensus among the possibilities and ideal in this 

tension area. 

ARTISTIC APPROACH 

One of the goals of the Waldorf / Steiner pedagogy is to create a link between education and 

life, not soft information. If a school graduate student can verify his humanitarian approach 

strong thinking, feeling and willing in his future life, a school has done his job properly. How 

these skills connect with each other determines the difference between whether an individual 

can walk on his or her own way. Whether or not these skills can compose an individual with 

me, and how they form, affect the individual's independence. 

One of the most important tools for this is artistic lessons. There are four directions or 

approaches to understand: 

1) Teachers nurture their relationship with art, and they become artistically active. 

2) They use artistic materials in their lessons (memorized pieces such as painting, drawing, 

poetry or play, music and so on) 

3) The course itself is artistic, with its originality, imagination, creativity and shaping the flow 

of time by observing students and doing homework in a way that follows tension and 

relaxation. How the lesson is structured is an artistic element and this is the basic perspective 

of Waldorf / Steiner education. 

4) Teachers strive to create an appropriate aesthetic environment for schools and classrooms, 

as they subconsciously affect students' moods. In the artistic structuring of the course, it is the 

intended method, because the method and the path taken are as alive as the art itself. The 

teacher avoids pre-prepared methods as much as possible, and tries to develop their own 

methods. The important thing here is whether artistic activities are used as a result in 

themselves or whether they are used for pedagogical reasons. 

THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN DESIGNING THE SPACE ACCORDING TO WALDORF 

EDUCATION SYSTEM 

Space has to receives natural light and it should designe with a quiet visual environment. 

Interior has to be warm colors on the walls and floor. There should be a large area of free 
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space for building and diverse learning/play. Quality and purpose-designed furniture must 

have fixtures and equipment. Space should allow ease of movement and flexibility in 

learning varied activities. Space should contains ergonomic tables and chairs. It should be 

modular, meaning the teacher can easily change the space configuration. 

BUILDING PROGRAMME 

Image19 

 

I located activity areas most open space and created my areas as free as possible. Activity 

areas also seeing the forest view. And following that, sleeping and eating areas in the middle 

because I wanted to keep the cpnnection between these areas and activity areas. In the last 

part which is far from activity areas, there is teachers’ room, pedagouge room and janıtor’s 

room. 
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Image 

According to waldorf education system interior has to has warm colors on the walls and 

floor. So I used different warm color in every different function of areas. For example in 

physical education area yellow color has been used or sleeping room blue color has been 

used. 

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS 
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ROOM DRAWINGS
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3D VIEWS 

WELCOME AREA 

Image20 

In the entrance there is an information desk which parents can get information. And there is 

a control both when children arrive and leave. 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AREA 

Image21 

Children here are encouraged to be physically and socially active with a series of inviting 

design elements. One of such is meandering rail between playrooms, which visually connects 
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different spaces and invites children to follow it (with train). Special road signs(image18) 

have been designed to better understand the areas. Various thematic play nooks, 

blackboards, sports equipment of all kinds, and the accessibility of equipment encourage 

children to be active, discovering and pursuing their passions. 

Image22 

Research showed that the this open principle in kindergartens boosts social contacts by 

more than twice, children’s access to equipment increases threefold and their physical 

activity is seven times that of their peers in traditional kindergartens in the region.  

 
Image23 
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Plartform designed to keep children interactive. They can go up to platform with a slope or 

with a stairs which has different levels. In the platform there is trampoline. 

 

Image24 
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Playrooms, intentionally designed differently to accommodate different interests, are only 

closed for naps and activities demanding a high level of concentration, the open design 

fostering excellent cooperation among teachers and allowing children to play with peers 

with shared interests regardless of age.  

LEARNING AND READING AREA 

Image25 

Fireplace re-functioned. It was useless for a kindergarten so I decided to transform it a 

chalkboard which children freely express themselves. Also I designed a ‘’secret’’ place for 

children which they can play with toys in it, read a book or they can do whatever they want. 

There is three places which are connected with eachother. In the shelf there can be toys or 

books. And I left the back side open so I can keep the view. 

Image26 
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Learning area has designed with flexible seats that can be easily changed for children.  

Image27

Image28 
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THEATRE AREA 

Image29 

It is a flexible space that allows different activities. Children can have a good time in their 

free time with comfortable seatings. A mini stage, which also allows theater performances, 

was placed. 

SLEEPING AREA 

Image30 

Sleeping areas designed for children to be comfortable and safe. Beacuse of that floor beds 

used in the sleeping room. 2 sleeping room has 3 bed, 1 sleeping room has 6 bed. 
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MATERIALS AND FURNITURES 
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BUDGETING 
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TOTAL PRICE= €17.857,96 + readymade furniture + workmanship 
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